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Predictions and Experimental Tests of a Visco-Elastic Muscle Model Using Elastic and Inertial Loads P. Bawa*, A. Mannard**, and R. B. Stein Department of Physiology, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada Received: September 5, 1975



Abstract A simple, linear visco-elastic model of muscle is described which contains five parameters: a series and a parallel elasticity, a viscosity, and a magnitude and rate constant for the decay of the active state. The effects of adding springs in series with a muscle are predicted. The responses to random stimulus trains can be used to evaluate the parameters of the model. The effects of applying inertial loads to the muscle can also be predicted. These predictions are in good agreement with experimental observations on plantaris muscle of the cat. For example, damped oscillations of the predicted frequencies can be observed for various inertial loads. The gain of the frequency response falls off sharply (as the fourth power of frequency) at higher frequencies. However, responses to lower frequency signals, including most of the frequencies important for cyclic movements, are only slightly affected by a wide variation in inertial load.



Introduction



In the preceding paper (Bawa et al., 1976) we showed that when a muscle is contracting against elastic loads, as well as under isometric conditions (Mannard and Stein, 1973), the forces generated are well described by those expected for a simple, secondorder system. By varying the elastic load, the length of the muscle, and the stimulation rate, one of the two rate constants of the second-order system appeared to be visco-elastic in nature, whereas the second corresponded in classical terms (Hill, 1938) to the decay of the active state. As a result we thought it worthwhile to develop the predictions of a muscle model in sufficient detail that the experimental results could be tested quantitatively against the model. Once the parameters are determined, the model can also be used to predict the responses to other types of loads, e.g. inertial loads. The effects of inertial loads on a muscle's performance are of interest for two reasons. Firstly, in normal contractions muscles work, not only against * Graduate student of the Medical Research Council of Canada. ** Present address: Department of Physiology, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Formerly a Post-doctoral Fellow of the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada.



the elasticity of antagonistic muscles, but they must also move inertial loads which vary widely during normal movements. For example, during the swing phase of locomotion the calf muscles extend the ankle before the foot strikes the ground. The foot represents a relatively small inertial load. However, during the stance phase, the muscles again extend the ankle after initially giving under the weight of the body, but now the inertial load consists of a substantial fraction of the animal's weight, rather than the foot alone. Thus, to understand normal movements it is important to analyse how muscles respond to changes in inertial load. Secondly, Partridge (1966, 1967) has suggested that muscles have remarkable abilities to compensate for variations in inertial loads. When he varied the inertial load of the triceps surae muscles (soleus + gastrocnemius muscles) by a factor of 28, he found that the movements of the muscles during low frequency sinusoidal inputs was hardly affected. Partridge (1967) argued that 'from basic Newtonian considerations, it is obvious that for the movement amplitude to remain constant, the force amplitude at the test frequency must have increased in proportion to the load inertia. The implication of this basic mechanical relationship is the rather dramatic conclusion that the force delivered by the muscle to the load, at the signal frequency, must have varied by almost 10000 times depending on the load impedance'. Partridge then went on to suggest that to explain these results 'the length-tension relationship in muscle forms a functional non-neural servo-feedback. These signal handling characteristics of muscle make it more nearly a "position servo" than a "force motor".' Our experimental results with inertial loads are consistent with those of Partridge, but our analysis shows that his assumption of a non-neural feedback is unnecessary. From our muscle model, which does not include any internal feedback pathways, we are able to predict that the movements in response to low frequen-
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cies of stimulation should be nearly independent of inertial load, as observed experimentally. Furthermore, our model is able to predict the responses to higher frequencies, including the damped oscillations which result with larger inertial loads. Irrespective of their interpretation, these results do add support to the idea demonstrated by Partridge (1966) that muscles are well designed to produce a given pattern of movement, despite the wide variations in inertial load that they normally encounter.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a muscle model with various types of external loads. The meaning of the parameters is discussed in the text



where x = x l + x 2 is the total displacement of the muscle and derivatives are represented by dots over the appropriate symbols. Substituting in Eq. (1) for



Figure 1 shows a simple visco-elastic model of muscle such as proposed by Houk et al. (1966) based on Hill's (1938) model of muscle. This model contains an internal series elastic element of stiffness ki, and a parallel elastic element of stiffness kp. It also contains an active state element which produces a contractile force C each time a stimulus is received. The force decays exponentially with a rate constant ft. This model is actually simpler than Hill's original model in that the non-linear force velocity relation he found has
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Taking Laplace transforms we have -



(5)



where transformed variables are functions of s; e.g. X ( s ) = f ~ x e - S t d t . The force measured by a transducer in series with the external spring (see Methods, Bawa et al., 1976) will simply be the force g generated in the spring. (6)



g= --keX .



Taking Laplace transforms of Eq. (6) and substituting from Eq. (5) gives



kekiC (s + fi) { M Bs 3 + [ M (k i + kv) + D B ]s 2 + [ D( k i + kv) + B( k i + ke)]s + kpki + kpke + k~kr "



Equations of Motion. If x 1 and x 2 represent changes in length of the parallel and series elastic elements respectively during a twitch contraction, two equations of motion can be written for the forces which must balance at the two central nodes of Fig. 1



(3)



and rearranging gives an equation for the displacement of the muscle



kiC (s + fl) { M Bs 3 + [ M(k~ + kp) + D B] s 2 + [ D(k i + kv) + B(k~ + ke)Is + kvk , + kpk e + klke}



external elastic element of stiffness ke, a mass M and a dashpot of viscosity D. The element ke simulates the stiffness of antagonist muscles against which contraction always takes place, and the mass M corresponds to both gravitational and inertial masses against which the muscle contracts. There will always be some damping in the external system which is specified by the parameter D.
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x l = x - x 2 = x + ~ (kex + Dx + M x )
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been represented by a linear dashpot with viscosity B. A linear dashpot will not be adequate to describe very high shortening velocities. However, our results (Bawa et al., 1976) indicate that the linear aspects of muscle can be described by three parameters. This muscle model already contains five parameters so it is worthwhile to consider its properties carefully before adding further complexity. Also included in Fig. 1 are an G(s) --
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Theoretical Predictions
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Equation (7) is a formidable expression, and before considering the whole expression we will discuss some simplifications. The most important simplification occurs when the mass M and external damping D are negligible. This corresponds to the situation of a pure elastic load studied experimentally in the previous paper. Elastic Loadin 9. If M = 0 and D=0 Eq. (7) reduces to a simple second-order equation which represents the transfer function of the muscle with elastic loads kik~C G(s)= ( s + f l ) { B ( k i + k e ) s + k p ( k i + k e ) + k i k e } 9 (8)



One rate constant which we will denote by a depends on the external spring. From Eq. (8) C~=B(k p +



klk~ I



(9)
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If ke is varied ~ should reach simPle lower and upper limits: lim ~ - kp+ke k~O



B



lim ~=



(10) (11)
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By plotting e vs. k e, the slope for weak springs will give the value of 1/B, according to Eq. (10) and from the intercept one can obtain the value of kp. The value of k~ can then be determined from Eq. (11). Thus, using Eqs. (10) and (11) the parameters ki, kp, and B can be determined. One further point that can be noted from Eq. (9) is that as ke--~k i lim ~= kp+89 B



(12)



ke--~ki



which is the midway point in the transition from the lower to the upper limits. The second rate constant is the parameter fl for the decay of the active state. The final parameter C can be determined from the limit of G(s) as s--.O k~k~C s~01imG(s) = fi{kpk~ + ke(kp + k~)}"
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We will call this quantity Go in line with previous work (Mannard and Stein, 1973). From it C can be determined using any value of kr For example, under isometric conditions k~C lim G o (14)
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where fio~ indicates the high stiffness limit of the rate constant ft. This notation is used because 13 changes systematically with the stiffness of springs placed in series with muscle (Bawa et al., 1976). Equation (13) can also be used to obtain an independent estimate of the effective stiffness of the muscle. This is done by plotting 1/(Go13) vs. 1/k~. After rearranging Eq. (13) one obtains
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The ratio of the slope to the intercept of such a plot is kpki/(k p + ki). This ratio gives the effective stiffness k of the muscle model since the model contains two springs in series, and 1
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The value of k obtained experimentally from Eq. (15) will be compared with that obtained from the values of ki and kp from Eqs. (10) and (11). The high frequency limit of Eq. (8) is also readily derived. Indeed, one can show that in terms of the quantities already considered lim G(s) =



s--+ o9



Go~fl/s 2 .



Since the quantities Go, ~, and 13have been considered separately, the high frequency limit does not provide new data for evaluating parameters of the model. Inertial Loads. Having considered the reduced system of Eq. (8) in some detail, we now turn to the more complex system with inertial and viscous loading. The low and high frequency limits are readily derived. In fact, the low frequency limit is identical to Eq. (13). The presence of inertial or viscous loads should not change the steady-state response or the response to sufficiently slowly-changing inputs. Hence, non-neural feedback is not required for compensation of these loads in contrast to the suggestion by Partridge (1967) which was quoted in the Introduction. In Partridge's (1966) experimental study ke was small and the amplitude of movement was measured. Under these conditions according to Eq. (5) -C lim X(0)k~o pkp



(18)



which shows that the low frequency amplitude is also independent of the mass. The high frequency limit of either Eqs. (5) or (7) does depend on mass M. For example, kekiC lim G(s)- MBs4.



(19)



It is very difficult to move the mass at high frequencies and the response declines as the fourth power of frequency. The force actually generated by the muscle (as opposed to the signal measured by a length transducer or a force transducer in series with the external spring) declines as the square of frequency at high frequencies. This force f is, using Eq. (2) f = k~x2 = - (kex + D2 + M 2 ) .
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Taking Laplace transforms and substituting from Eq. (5) gives kiC(Ms 2 + Ds + ke) F(s)



(s+fl){MBs3+[M(ki+kp)+DBj
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The limit of Eq. (21) as s--,oo is simply limF(s)= s ~ oo



kiC Bs2



(22) "



Equation (22) is identical to the limit of Eq. (8) as s ~ and ke~oO; i.e. the isometric condition at high frequencies. Since the mass cannot readily be moved at high frequencies, the force generated by the muscle approaches its isometric value. At low frequencies much less force is required to move a mass. If under Partridge's experimental conditions the external damping D and elasticity ke were negligible even at low frequencies, then the force produced by the muscle at low frequencies would be proportional to the mass and to the square of the frequency according to Eq. (21), as he suggested. The higher order and the increased number of parameters in Eqs. (5), (7), and (21) makes it difficult to describe all possible types of behaviour at intermediate frequencies. However, certain general properties can be determined. An analysis, which includes the mechanical properties of the muscle and the properties of sensory feedback pathways, is contained in the last of this series of papers (Stein and O~uzt6reli, 1976). We will now turn to comparisons with experimental data. The parameters of the muscle can be determined using elastic loads as indicated above. Then, the effects of varying the inertial or other types of load can be computed for example from Eq. (7) and compared with experiment. Results Elastic Loads. Equation (10) predicts that for weak springs the rate constant ~ should be proportional to ke. This prediction is tested in Fig. 2. The linear correlation coefficient is 0.77 and no obvious deviation from linearity is observed. The best-fitting straight line has a slope of 0.24_+ 0.06 (mean _+ S.E,), which indicates that the parameter B for the viscosity of the muscle has a value of 4.1 g-sec/mm. The intercept has a value of 21.5+2.0 (mean _+ S.E.) which would give a value for the parallel elasticity, kp = 90 g/ram [see Eq. (10)]. The isometric value of ~ was 74.4_+ 2.4 (mean _+ S.E.) which from Eq. (11) indicates a series elasticity k i = 220 g/mm. The effective stiffness of the muscle can also be determined once ki and k, are known, and is 63 g/ram [see Eq. (16)]. As indicated in the theoretical section an independent measure of muscular stiffness can be obtained from the low frequency gain Go and the rate constant ft. A plot of 1/(Gofi) vs. 1/ke should give a straight line, and the ratio of the slope to the intercept of that line should give the muscular stiffness. Figure 3
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EI0stic stiffness(g/ram) Fig. 2. The effect of varying the stiffness of springs in series with a plantaris muscle on the visco-elastic rate constant (c0. Values were obtained before (+) and after (0) studying the effects of inertial loads. The rate constants were somewhat smaller in the later series, but the best-fitting straight line has been computed using all the data
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0,05 0',I 0,'15 Compliance( mm/g ) Fig. 3. Effect of varying the compliance (1/ke) of a series spring on the inverse of the product of the low frequency gain (Go) and active state rate constant (fi). Same muscle as in Fig. 2. The gain declined somewhat between the earlier (+) and later (0) series, but again a single best-fitting straight line has been computed for all the data Table 1. Values of experimentally determined parameters for a viscoelastic model of plantaris muscle in the cat. The values give the means and S.E. of the mean for at least eight experiments. The effective stiffness k of the muscle could be determined in two ways as indicated in the Theoretical section. Values are given in conventional units of grams weight, and after conversion to standard MKS units (see Methods, Bawa et al., 1976) Parameter



Mean S.E. of Units Mean



k (from ~) 79 k(from GoB) 47 ki 380 kp 103 B 6.4 C 999



19 11 84 26 1.0 362



Corresponding Units MKS Values



g/mm 774 g/mm 461 g/mm 3724 g/mm 1010 g-sec/mm 63 g 9.8
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Frequency ( Hz } Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental data (.) with predictions (continuous lines) for the effect of adding inertial loads corresponding to the masses indicated. The muscle was also contracting against an elastic load of stiffness 66 g/mm in each part of this Fig. Further explanation in the text



shows such a plot from two series of experimental runs on one plantaris muscle. In between the two sets of runs inertial loads were tested (see below). Because of the large number of stimuli applied and the time elapsed the twitch tensions were smaller for the second set of data (0) compared to the first set (+). However, a straight line has been fitted to all the data, and the ratio of the slope to the intercept is 66 g/mm, which is very close to the value of 63 g/mm obtained independently from the rate constant e (see above). From the low frequency gain the value of the peak active state tension C can also be obtained from Eq. (14). The value obtained was 300 g which was somewhat higher than the average isometric twitch tension, as one would expect. Higher values of C were obtained in other experiments in which larger animals and fewer stimuli were applied. In Table 1 the values of the parameters determined from a number of experiments are listed.



predictions are shown in Fig. 4 for the gain of the frequency response using an elastic load of 66 g/ram and three different inertial loads. The shapes of the experimental and theoretical curves are in excellent agreement. Small peaks are observed between 10 and 15 Hz for an inertial mass of 300 g and at about 5 Hz for the inertial mass of 1500 g. The predicted peak for the inertial mass of 40 g is above 30 Hz, and would be very small in amplitude compared to the low frequency gain. For comparison the twitch contractions are shown in Fig. 5 under the same loading conditions. Note the damped oscillations with periods of 70 msec (14 Hz) and 180 msec (5.6 Hz) with inertial masses of 300 and 1500 g respectively. These oscillations result from the interaction of the inertial mass with the elasticity of the muscle and the external spring. The oscillations are damped by the viscosity of the muscle and the external pulley.



Inertial Loads. Having determined the parameters of the model, predictions for the responses with inertial loading can be made from Eq. (7) with no undetermined constants. Comparison of experimental results with



The low frequency gains in Fig. 4 differ somewhat from their predicted values. With small inertial masses the data tended to lie below the predicted line whereas with the largest inertial mass, the data tended to tie above the predicted values, when deviations were
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IOOmsec Fig. 5. Effect of inertial load on the twitch of plantaris muscle. Note the damped oscillations which occur with the larger inertial masses indicated on the Fig. The muscle was also contracting against an elastic load of 66 g/mm in each part of this Figure



seen. The reasons for these discrepancies, which were observed consistently, are uncertain. They might arise from the static friction of the pulley which was not included in the analysis. This friction would be less important with the larger forces that are generated against the larger inertial masses. Alternatively, the discrepancies could arise from some non-linearity in muscle which has been ignored by this linear analysis. This remains a topic for future investigationl



Discussion The results presented here show the substantial predictive power of a simple, linear model of muscle which in many respects goes back to the model introduced by A. V. Hill in 1938. We have used the model to predict the responses of muscle to random stimulus trains under a variety of elastic and inertial loads. Springs in series with the muscle markedly affect the force output of the muscle, whereas inertial loads, as pointed out by Partridge (1966, 1967) have virtually no effect on the low frequency responses. The responses do fall off sharply at high frequencies and the upper frequency limits are progressively reduced with increasing inertial masses. For example, in Fig. 4 the response with an inertial mass of 1500 g declined to 0.1 g-sec/impulse at 14Hz, compared to 30 Hz with an inertial mass of 40 g. However, even with the largest inertial mass used which is probably close to the upper limit normally experienced by the muscle, as calculated from values given by Grillner (1972), the response was still large up to 6 Hz. The range from 0 to 6 Hz includes the major frequency components of most movements. Thus, to the extent that our results apply to the normal, asynchronous pattern of activation, muscles appear to generate the forces required to produce most normal



movements demanded by the nervous system despite wide variations in inertial loads. This ability follows, not:from any special internal feedback or other mechanisms for inertial compensation, but rather from a simple model in which the visco-elastic and active state elements limit the response at low frequencies, and inertial masses within physiological limits only affect the response to higher frequencies. Higher frequency components will be present when brief external disturbances or single electrical stimuli are applied. With the intermediate mass of 300 g damped oscillations in the twitch were observed which were close to the tremor frequency of cat muscles (Lippold, Redfearn and Vu6o, 1958). This observation does not imply that physiological tremor is normally caused by muscle properties, but it does highlight the fact that muscle properties must be carefully studied before ascribing other causes to the generation of tremor (see also Stein and O~uzt6reli, 1976). Methods were also developed whereby all the parameters of the model could be evaluated experimentally. We already noted that the values of active state tension produced in response to a stimulus were consistent with the twitch tension, although both were much smaller after 10000 or more stimuli than would b e produced by a fresh muscle. The effective stiffness of the muscle was measured in two ways which produced consistent values (Table 1). The overall stiffness of the muscle could be further subdivided into a series and a parallel elastic component and a viscous element. The magnitudes of these components have not been measured for plantaris muscle using conventional methods. Values are available in the literature for soleus muscle (Rack and Westbury, 1969; Joyce et al., 1969; Grillner, 1972), but the non-linearities present in this muscle (Bawa et al., 1976) prevented a full analysis with linear methods. Nonetheless, certain characteristic differences were noted between the two muscles under isometric conditions. The natural frequency of soleus was only 1 Hz, rather than 5 Hz for plantaris (Mannard and Stein, 1973), while the damping ratio was similar for the two muscles. This suggests that both rate constants were reduced, i.e., the active state decays more slowly in soleus muscle and the visco-elastic rate constant is less. This second rate constant depends on the ratio of the stiffness of the muscle to its viscosity [Eq. (11)]. Joyce and Rack (1969) measured the series stiffness of soleus muscle using small length changes and obtained values which from their Fig. 9 varied between 250 and 600 g/mm for the tensions studied here (200-500 g). Their values are in good agreement with our results for plantaris muscle (Table 1). This implies that the lower
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visco-elastic rate constant for soleus may arise from a larger viscosity, although the magnitudes of the viscous components are not well studied for either muscle. To verify this implication would require further experimental work using methods such as those of Joyce et al. (1969) and Joyce and Rack (1969). This study was supported in part by grants to Dr. Stein from the Medical Research Council of Canada and the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada.
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